Hilde Wilms
Profile
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Biography of
Hilde Wilms

Wilms' painting is not one of concepts, but of impressions.
Her works reflect internalized images, unconscious impressions collected from nature and everyday life. She often
mixes natural elements with her painting and has a preference for grey, allowing greater freedom of interpretation.
Hilde grew up in Germany and from an early age nurtured
her taste for beauty through images and music. She
began painting on her own very early on, but followed a
career as a bank employee until she was 30 years old.

Biography

A long stay in the South of France turned her life upside
down. She finally took the time for experience and observation, and the trip became an inner quest. She rediscovered art, which up until then had been buried in her for a
long time.
Hilde began attending courses and training at university
as an independent student, where she focused on painting and sculpture. She began exhibiting in France and
Germany and as a result of her success, Hilde decided to
devote herself fully to art.
Hilde's painting is primarily a painting of atmosphere. In
the beginning she likes to be guided by her inspiration. As
the shapes and colours appear she queries the paper,
which is her preferred medium. Gradually the work takes
shape and the subject appears...
The artist finds within herself sensations, images, shapes or
colours that she has lived. She is surprised by the results
and often asks herself about the meaning of certain paintings.
Hilde is always looking for new ways to better recreate her
internalized images. Lately she dares using bold colours
and uses them as a medium. She works volume and
roughness into the layers of paint.
Painting is an outlet that allows Hilde to finally externalize
what she carries within her.
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Artwork of
Hilde Wilms

Artwork

H062
2019 | Mixed| 80x80cm
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Artwork of
Hilde Wilms

Artwork

K25
2018 | Mixed | 25x25cm
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Artwork of
Hilde Wilms

Artwork

N63
2019 | Mixed | 25x25cm
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Artwork

Artwork of
Hilde Wilms

N106
2019 | Mixed | 80x80cm
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Sophie Costa
Profile
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Biography of
Sophie Costsa

Costa’s approach to the world is sensory, visual and
graphic. Her paintings are pictorial expression of
emotions, feelings, thoughts or comments about others,
the environment and the world. Through her work, she
asks or states facts, is ironic or has fun.

Biography

Sophie painted and drew throughout her youth. In both
middle and high school, she had a passion for perfumes
and wanted to become a professional "nose". At the time,
by practicing every day, she could recognize more than
300 fragrances. Not able to continue in this direction, she
studied biochemistry and later entered the world of
cosmetics. During her studies, creating lipsticks, powders
and other cosmetics was her passion. After working for ten
years in this field, Sophie began to question her choices
and identified what would really make her happy:
painting, decorating and cooking.
Thus was born a project offering a range of graphic,
figurative and abstract paintings for children's rooms and
kitchens. Gradually, the decorative aspect gave way to a
real artistic approach. With a natural pencil stroke, and
her instinctive knowledge of colors, Sophie learned her
artistic techniques merely by painting much of the time.
Since 2010, she has focused on creating abstract
paintings.
A "matiériste" painter (post-war movement supported by
Michel Tapie) and visual artist, she likes thickness, plaster,
glued objects, cardboard, and newspapers. She uses
everyday materials and transforms them, revisiting and
sublimating them. Sophie works in two ways: with
coatings, textures and structures that she scrapes, and
through collages made of cardboard and newspapers to
which she adds objects. The colors, the graphical power
of writing and the strength of certain raw materials leave
an imprint on the canvas and allow the artist a greater
freedom of interpretation.
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Artwork of
Sophie Costa

Artwork

Coke Only
2018 | Mixed| 100x100cm
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Artwork of
Sophie Costa

Artwork

Frail Life
2018 | Mixed| 100x100cm
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Artwork of
Sophie Costa

Artwork

Crazy Life
2018 | Mixed | 100x100cm
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Artwork of
Sophie Costa

Artwork

Vintage K7
2018 | Mixed | 50x50cm
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Florence Traissac
Profile

https://www.carredartistes.com
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Biography of
Florence Traissac

Traissac is of Franch descent, born and raised in Milan and
now lives and works in Hong Kong. Staying true to her roots
of illustration and graphic design, she creates energetic
composition through her work with cultural significance.

Biography

Traissac has lived a nomadic life to date, with
considerable amounts of time spent in Italy, France,
Australia and Hong Kong. What struck her most about
how each of these environments differed, was not only
their languages, but their sounds, colours, smells and
images. She felt the need to share these divergent
cultures with a generation that is increasingly curious
about the world’s idiosyncrasies.
Drawn to the defining traits of each city, she tries to
concentrate her studies on the elements which make
them unique : the streets, the markets, the people, the
traditions.
Traissac’s
beautifully
intricate
scenes,
composed using a bold palette of colours, encapture
unmistakably the essence of these metropolises, with
every corner telling a story.
Florence Traissac studied at Penninghen School of Art
before graduating in graphic design and illustration from
the School of Visual Communication, Paris (ECV). She has
held solo exhibitions in Hong Kong and her work is housed
in private collections in Europe and Asia.
« I like to make pictures of people; the way they move,
they sit, they act. Their bodies are very different to what
we are used to, in Europe for example, and it is all quite
fascinating to me. »
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Artwork of
Florence Traissac

Artwork

Hong Kong I
2019 | Mixed| 61x91cm
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Artwork of
Florence Traissac

Artwork

Perfect Night
2018 | Mixed | 60x90cm
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Artwork of
Florence Traissac

Artwork

Graham Street
2017 | Mixed | 60x90cm
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Artwork of
Florence Traissac

Artwork

Around Lunch Time
2017 | Mixed | 60x90cm
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